High resolution parametric description of slow wave sleep.
We propose a new framework for quantitative analysis of sleep EEG, compatible with the traditional analysis, based upon adaptive time-frequency approximation of signals. Using a high resolution description of EEG rhythms and transients in terms of their time occurrence and width, frequency and amplitude, we present a detailed detection and parameterization of delta waves, including also the time occupied by each delta wave-a parameter inaccessible directly by previously applied signal processing methods. To validate the proposed parameterization, we construct a simple detector of sleep stages 3 and 4, based explicitly upon the classical criteria related to delta waves. To properly compare its performance to the inter-expert agreements and other expert systems, we sort out and discuss the methodology of reporting concordance in this context. Since the proposed parameterization proves to be compatible with the visual analysis of EEG, we can derive new variables for quantitative analysis of EEG patterns recognized for decades. As examples, we present a continuous description of delta waves and sleep spindles in the overnight sleep, and compare results to the traditional FFT-based estimates.